Hadera democratic school
This shape represents the world of knowledge
This shape represents the world of knowledge
Different human beings have different areas of strength.
The box represents the knowledge learned at schools.
The traditional education system pushes individuals into the box
The traditional education system pushes individuals into the box.
The traditional education system pushes individuals into the box.
The traditional education system pushes individuals into the box
Life in the box is very crowded - its hard to see the uniqueness of each individual
Is it a box or a pyramid?
the President of Stanford, John Hennessy said, "There's a tsunami coming."
18th century
AGRICULTURE WAVE

19th century
INDUSTRIAL WAVE

20th century
INFORMATION WAVE

21st century
KNOWLEDGE WAVE
Christensen, Clayton M. (1995)
WE WON'T BE A LOST GENERATION
fight for jobs and education
The goal of is to change this situation
Everyone can be excellent !!!
Learning in an area of strength fortifies the emotional intelligence & is an important basis for a successful life.
A Learning Network
Education City
The city as one big school
Education 1.0 and education 2.0
THE ART OF COLLABORATION
A Pyramid classroom
A Pyramid classroom
A Complete Network classroom
A Complete Network classroom
THE CLASSROOM AS AN EDUCATION 2.0 TEAM

1. All the students are also teachers
2. The group has a common goal
THE ART OF COLLABORATION
Education City
The city as Knowledge economy generator
... cooperation between education systems, public organizations & private organizations
MOOC
MOOC

Massive Open Online Course
MOOC = 4%
The meet up
The meet up

$\text{MOOC} + \text{MOOC} = 4\%$

$\text{MOOC} + \text{MOOC} = 30\%$
MOOCSTER
The Mooc Hub
When education 2.0 meets MOOC

mooc + = 4%

mooc + = 30%

mooc + = 83.5%
Education 1.0 and education 2.0
THANK YOU

Yaacov Hecht

Education-Cities.com